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Abstract: The wave-packet convergent close-coupling approach is used to calculate integrated target
excitation and ionisation cross sections in bare beryllium-ion collisions with the 2`m states of atomic
hydrogen (where n, ` and m are the principal, orbital angular momentum and magnetic quantum
numbers, respectively). The calculations are performed at representative projectile energies between
10 keV/u to 1 MeV/u. The calculated cross sections for collisions with H(2s) are compared with
recent theoretical results. Generally, good agreement is observed for the n-partial excitation and
total ionisation cross sections. However, a significant discrepancy is found for excitation into the
dominant n = 3 states at 100 keV/u, where the target excitation cross-section peaks. We also present
the first calculations of the excitation and ionisation cross sections for Be4+ collisions with H(2p0)
and H(2p±1).
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1. Introduction

Establishing a database of accurate cross-sections for various ion-atom collisions is
important for plasma modelling and diagnostics [1]. Among the primary impurity ions
expected to be present inside fusion reactors such as ITER and JET is the Be4+ ion. This is
due to the erosion of beryllium-containing plasma-facing wall components [2,3]. The effects
the Be4+ ions have on properties such as the density and temperature of the plasma can be
measured using the charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) technique [4].
This is done by injecting a neutral beam of hydrogen atoms into the reactor so that collisions
between Be4+ and H can occur. These collisions can lead to charge exchange whereby
Be3+ ions are formed in excited states. The impurity ion densities may then be measured
through the emission spectra of these hydrogen-like ions. This requires accurate total and
state-selective electron-capture cross-sections. However, performing diagnostics using the
CXRS technique also requires knowledge of the neutral beam densities which are obtained
using beam emission spectroscopy (BES) [5,6]. For BES, target excitation and ionisation
cross-sections are also needed. Therefore, a complete set of cross-sections for all possible
processes taking place in Be4+ collisions with atomic hydrogen is essential for plasma
impurity diagnostics.

The neutral beam that is injected into the reactor for diagnostics is mostly comprised
of ground-state atomic hydrogen. However, it is predicted that a fraction of the H atoms
become excited as they penetrate the plasma. The cross sections for impurity ions colliding
with H initially in the (2s, 2p0, 2p±1) states are expected to be approximately an order
of magnitude larger than that for collisions with H(1s) in the low to intermediate energy
range [7]. Therefore, contributions to the charge-exchange, target-excitation and ionisation
processes due to scattering on H in excited states cannot be neglected.
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Despite the importance of these cross-sections for plasma diagnostic studies, there
exists no experimental data for Be4+ collisions with atomic hydrogen. However, there are
theoretical calculations made for Be4+ collisions with H(1s) [8–14]. Given the importance
of accounting for collisions with excited states of atomic hydrogen, calculations have also
been performed for Be4+-H(2`m) collisions [11,15–19]. The theoretical methods that were
used to calculate the cross sections of interest include the first-order Born approximation
with corrected boundary conditions (B1B) [8], the two-centre atomic-orbital close-coupling
(AOCC) method [9,11,13], the molecular-orbital close-coupling (MOCC) method [10,15,17],
the classical trajectory Monte Carlo [12,14,18,19] method, and lattice-based numerical
approaches [12,13,19]. However, all these works, except one, were focused on obtaining the
total and state-selective electron-capture cross sections. Calculations of the target excitation
and ionisation cross sections for collisions with H(2`m) are limited to the recent results by
Jorge et al. [19], obtained by grid-numerical solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation (GTDSE) and a CTMC approach with hydrogenic initial distribution (h-CTMC).

In this study, we use the two-centre wave-packet convergent close-coupling (WP-
CCC) approach to investigate collisions of bare beryllium ions with all the 2`m states
of atomic hydrogen. This approach accounts for the strong coupling effects between
all possible reaction channels, including ionisation. The method has been applied to
collisions of multiply charged ions with atomic hydrogen [20–22] and proton collisions
with multielectron targets [23–26]. Recently, we have also studied Be4+ collisions with
the ground and 2`m states of atomic hydrogen [27,28]. Specifically, we have calculated
the total, n- and n`-resolved electron-capture (EC) cross sections. The total cross section
for ionisation in collisions with H(1s) has also been presented in [27]. In this work, we
extend the aforementioned studies to the target-excitation and ionisation processes in
fully-stripped beryllium ion scattering on hydrogen initially in the 2`m states.

2. Details of Calculations

The formalism of the wave-packet convergent close-coupling approach to fully stripped
ion collisions with atomic hydrogen is outlined in [21,29,30]. In short, the motion of the
projectile is treated with a classical straight-line trajectory while the electron dynamics is
treated fully quantum mechanically. We solve the full three-body Schrödinger equation
by expanding the scattering wavefunction using a basis comprised of negative-energy
eigenstates and positive-energy wave-packet pseudostates on both the projectile and target
centres. The use of the wave-packet pseudostates allows one to discretise the continuum of
the electron with a required density which is advantageous for calculations of the ionisation
cross-section. Through substitution of the scattering wavefunction into the three-body
Schrödinger equation, we obtain a set of coupled-channel first-order differential equations
for time-dependent expansion coefficients in impact-parameter representation. In the
asymptotic region, these expansion coefficients represent the transition probability ampli-
tudes for all the channels included in the expansion of the scattering wave function. By
solving for these transition probability amplitudes over a fine impact-parameter grid, we
obtain the weighted probability (which is the probability, P(b), times the impact parameter,
b) distributions for all scattering processes. The corresponding cross sections can then be
calculated by integrating over these weighted probabilities with respect to b.

To calculate accurate cross sections, we ensure the maximum impact parameter, bmax,
used is sufficiently large so that the corresponding probability distributions fall off at
least three orders of magnitude from the maximum. We find that at all projectile energies
considered in this work, bmax required for the excitation and direct ionisation processes is
considerably larger than that needed for both EC and the electron-capture into the contin-
uum (ECC) component to ionisation. Accordingly, at sufficiently large impact parameters,
where the total EC and ECC probabilities become sufficiently small, coupling to the capture
channels becomes negligible. Therefore, in this work, we take a new approach to calculating
excitation and ionisation cross-sections. Here, we employ two-centre (2c) calculations up to
some b2c

max, where both the EC and ECC probabilities have fallen off at least three orders
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of magnitude. We then extend these calculations by using single-centre (1c) calculations
up to some final b1c

max and integrate over the entire combined weighted probability distri-
butions to obtain the target-excitation and ionisation cross sections. Figure 1 illustrates
this approach by showing the weighted probabilities for total EC, target excitation into the
n = 3 states and ionisation as functions of impact parameter for Be4+-H(2s) collisions at
100 keV/u. The lines given in red represent two-centre calculations whereas black lines
indicate single-centre calculations. At this projectile energy, we set b2c

max = 21 a.u., whereas
b1c

max = 100 a.u. One can see that the single-centre and two-centre calculations for the
ionisation and excitation probabilities join seamlessly. Therefore, this procedure allows
one to extend the weighted probability distributions to sufficiently large b to obtain the
excitation and ionisation cross sections without requiring extensive two-centre calculations
where coupling to the capture channels has negligible effect.
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Figure 1. The weighted probability distributions for total electron capture, target excitation into the
n = 3 states and ionisation in Be4+ collisions with H(2s) at the projectile energy of 100 keV/u. Only
half of the impact-parameter range used in the cross-section calculations is shown.

Obtaining accurate cross-sections within the WP-CCC framework depends on the
level of convergence reached with respect to the number of basis states included in the
expansion of the scattering wave function. All two-centre calculations presented in this
work use the same basis and numerical parameters that were reported in [28]. Briefly,
as the projectile energy is increased, we find that the minimum necessary size of the
symmetric two-centre basis can be reduced. With reference to three key impact energies
(low, intermediate and high), the required two-centre basis size at 20 keV/u is 4770 states,
whereas at 100 keV/u and 500 keV/u the minimum necessary size reduces to 3480 and
2198 states, respectively. Single-centre calculations generally require a larger maximum
angular momentum quantum number, `max, to converge in comparison to two-centre
calculations [21]. To this end, `max required in the present single-centre calculations varies
from 8 to 11. With the basis parameters discussed here and in [28], we find that all cross
sections presented below have converged to within a few percent.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present our calculations for the n-partial excitation and total ioni-
sation cross sections for Be4+ scattering on the 2`m states of atomic hydrogen. It is worth
noting that the results obtained for collisions with H(2p1) are the same for H(2p−1) as our
calculations do not depend on the sign of the magnetic quantum number.

Figure 2 presents cross sections for target excitation into the n = 3, 4 and 5 states
as functions of projectile energy. The left, middle and right panels correspond to the
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results for Be4+ collisions with H(2s), H(2p0) and H(2p1), respectively. The two-centre WP-
CCC results extended in the impact parameter range using single-centre calculations are
labelled as 2c. Alongside these results are completely single-centre calculations (denoted
by 1c). This is done to establish the internal consistency of both calculations. For all
overlapping projectile energies, excellent agreement between the two sets of the WP-CCC
results is found. This suggests that at least starting from 20 keV/u, the target excitation
cross sections for Be4+-H(2`m) collisions can be obtained through purely single-centre
calculations. Figure 2 also shows that the n = 3 states represent dominant excitation
channels across the entire projectile energy range. Furthermore, we see the excitation cross
sections decrease significantly with increasing n.

Also shown in Figure 2 are the GTDSE and h-CTMC results for collisions with H(2s) by
Jorge et al. [19], available at 20 and 100 keV/u. The WP-CCC cross-sections are in excellent
agreement with the GTDSE ones at 20 keV/u. This level of agreement is also found at
100 keV/u with the exception of the dominant excitation cross-section into the n = 3 states.
Here, we find the WP-CCC results to be approximately 25% smaller than the GTDSE ones.
The reason for this disagreement is undetermined. We also find the WP-CCC results to
be in excellent agreement with the h-CTMC ones for excitations into the n = 4 and n = 5
states. However, the h-CTMC results for the n = 3 target excitation cross section [19] (not
shown) are significantly larger than the present ones.
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Figure 2. The WP–CCC cross sections for target excitation into the n = 3, 4 and 5 states in Be4+

collisions with H(2s) (left panel), H(2p0) (middle panel) and H(2p1) (right panel). The left panel also
shows the GTDSE and h-CTMC results for H(2s) by Jorge et al. [19]. The keys shown in the middle
and right panels apply to all three panels.

Figure 3 displays the energy dependence of the total ionisation cross section obtained
using the two-centre WP-CCC method extended by single-centre calculations as described
above. The left, middle and right panels correspond to the results for Be4+ scattering on
H(2s), H(2p0) and H(2p1), respectively. Also shown are the electron-loss (EL) cross-sections
obtained with a completely single-centre calculation. The left panel compares the present
results for collisions with H(2s) with the corresponding h-CTMC ones by Jorge et al. [19].
As one-centre calculations cannot distinguish electron capture from ionisation, the EL cross-
section represents these two processes together. However, for collisions with excited state
H, we find that the total electron-capture cross section becomes considerably smaller than
the ionisation cross section above 100 keV/u [28]. Therefore, we conclude that the EL cross-
section accurately represents the total ionisation cross-section above 100 keV/u. Clearly, this
is not the case at lower projectile energies, where we see considerable differences between
the EL and ionisation cross-sections. Note that the WP-CCC and h-CTMC ionisation cross
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sections are in excellent agreement with each other at all projectile energies where the
h-CTMC results are available.
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Figure 3. The WP–CCC cross sections for ionisation and electron loss in Be4+ collisions with H(2s)
(left panel), H(2p0) (middle panel) and H(2p1) (right panel). The left panel also shows the h-CTMC
results by Jorge et al. [19] for H(2s).

4. Conclusions

Excitation and ionisation in bare beryllium-ion collisions with the 2`m states of atomic
hydrogen have been studied using the WP-CCC approach. Two-centre calculations have
been performed up to a sufficiently large impact parameter, uniquely determined at each
projectile energy, where the EC and ECC probabilities are considerably smaller than the
target excitation and direct ionisation probabilities. We then perform single-centre calcu-
lations to extend the impact-parameter range so that accurate target-excitation and total
ionisation cross-sections can be calculated. Furthermore, purely single-centre calculations
have also been performed to check for internal consistency in our results. In all cases, we
find excellent agreement between these two sets of calculations for all the target excitation
cross sections. The present results for H(2s) are compared with the recent calculations using
the GTDSE and h-CTMC approaches by Jorge et al. [19]. In general, good agreement is
seen. However, at a projectile energy of 100 keV/u, where the dominant n = 3 excitation
cross-section peaks, we see a significant difference between the WP-CCC and GTDSE re-
sults. Further calculations by alternative methods are called for to address this discrepancy.
We present the first calculations of the excitation and ionisation cross sections for Be4+

collisions with H(2p0) and H(2p1).
This work was part of the Coordinated Research Project on Data for Atomic Processes

of Neutral Beams in Fusion Plasma carried out under the sponsorship of the International
Atomic Energy Agency [31]. Data obtained in this work can be used for plasma spectroscopy
and plasma diagnostics where beryllium impurity ions are expected to be present.
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